Abstract. Based on enlarged blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) responses in cognitively normal subjects at risk for Alzheimer's disease (AD), compensatory neuronal hyperactivation has been proposed as an early marker for diagnosis of AD. The BOLD response results from neurovascular coupling, i.e., hemodynamic response induced by neuronal activity. However, there has been no evidence of task-induced increases in hemodynamic response in animal models of AD. Here, we observed an augmented hemodynamic response pattern in a transgenic A␤PP SWE /PS1 E9 mouse model of AD using three in vivo imaging methods: intrinsic optical signal imaging, multi-photon laser scanning microscopy, and laser Doppler flowmetry. Sensory stimulation resulted in augmented and prolonged hemodynamic responses in transgenic mice evidenced by changes in total, oxygenated, and deoxygenated hemoglobin concentration. This difference between transgenic and wild-type mice was significant at 7 months of age when amyloid plaques and cerebral amyloid angiopathy had developed but not at younger or older ages. Correspondingly, sensory stimulation-induced pial arteriole diameter was also augmented and prolonged in transgenic mice at 7 months of age. Cerebral blood flow response in transgenic mice was augmented but not prolonged. These results are consistent with the existence of BOLD signal hyperactivation in non-demented AD-risk human subjects, supporting its potential use as an early diagnostic marker of AD.
INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia, characterized by pathologic hallmarks including amyloid plaques, hyperphosphorylated tau neurofibrillary tangles, and severe neuronal loss. It has been suggested that interventions may be more effective when applied "in the right stage at the right target" * Correspondence to: Yong Jeong, MD, PhD, Laboratory for Cog- [1] . Therefore, early diagnosis of AD could provide better opportunities for intervention and clearer windows for hampering its progression [1, 2] . In hopes of observing functional changes in brains of early stage AD, researchers performed functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with pre-symptomatic AD-risk subjects (e.g., intact cognition with APOE4 allele, family history of AD, or both) or subjects with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), a suggestive prodromal state of AD. Some studies report an increase in taskinduced blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal in AD-risk [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and MCI subjects [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , which was interpreted as neuronal hyperactivation suggestive of compensation. However, other studies report a decrease in BOLD signal activation in AD-risk [13] [14] [15] and MCI subjects [16] [17] [18] . On the other hand, there was a consistent decrease in task-induced BOLD signal activation in AD patients [19] [20] [21] . Therefore, it could be hypothesized that mixed results from early AD subjects could represent different stages of early AD progression (i.e., increased BOLD activation in earlier stages and decreased activation in later stages). This possibility is supported by a study demonstrating that when MCI is further divided into earlier and later stages, BOLD signal hyperactivation is present only during the earlier stage [8] .
Changes in BOLD signal result from the tight regulation of cerebral blood flow (CBF) by neuronal activity [22] . Therefore, increases in BOLD signal are reflective of increased hemodynamic response. So far, however, studies using animal models of AD report reductions in hemodynamic responses. In a laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) study, Tg2576 mice showed a reduction in hemodynamic response evoked by whisker stimulation as early as 2-3 months of age [23] . By contrast, another study using laser speckle flowmetry through the intact skull showed a decrease in whisker stimulation-induced hemodynamic response in Tg2576 mice at 19 but not 8 months of age [24] . Furthermore, in a cerebral blood volume (CBV) fMRI study of A␤PP23 mice, CBV response induced by hindpaw electric stimulation was reduced compared to control mice at 25 but not 13 months of age [25] . These reductions in hemodynamic response are consistent with a decreased task-induced BOLD signal in AD patients, but the temporal relationship between the onset of changes in hemodynamic response and disease progression remains unclear.
In this study, we evaluated changes in hemodynamic response in the A␤PP SWE /PS1 E9 mouse model of AD using standards of disease progression that are more robust than age, such as amyloid plaque deposition in the brain parenchyma and the existence of cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA). To compare hemodynamic parameters from different imaging modalities, we performed intrinsic optical signal imaging (IOSI), LDF, and multi-photon laser scanning microscopy (MPLSM). IOSI was used to analyze relative concentration changes of deoxygenated, oxygenated, and total hemoglobin. Among these measures, changes in total hemoglobin are comparable to changes in CBV, and changes in deoxygenated hemoglobin concentration are negatively correlated to changes in fMRI BOLD signal [26] . LDF was used to detect changes in average CBF in a volume of approximately 1 mm 3 . MPLSM was used to evaluate pial arterial dilatation and capillary red blood cell (RBC) velocity changes. We expected that gross features such as total hemoglobin concentration or CBF would be reflected by elementary measures such as arteriolar dilatation or RBC velocity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and surgery
We used 3-, 5-, 7-, and 22-month-old male A␤PP SWE /PS1 E9 transgenic mice (Tg) and their wild-type (Wt) littermates, with 6 mice in each group. Animals were anesthetized by intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of 100 mg/kg ketamine and 10 mg/kg xylazine; half of the initial dose was supplemented when the animal responded to a toe-pinch. Mice were intubated for mechanical ventilation (SAR-830, CWE, Inc., Ardmore, PA, USA) and continuous end-tidal CO 2 monitoring (MicroCapstar, CWE, Inc.). Arterial blood gas analysis (iSTAT, Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL, USA) was performed intermittently, and arterial pH, pCO 2 , and pO 2 were maintained at physiological ranges throughout the experiments (pH: 7.36-7.40, pCO 2: 32.5-38.3 mmHg, and pO 2: 110-140 mmHg). Body temperature was maintained at 36.3 • C using a homeothermic blanket control unit with a rectal probe (50-7053, Harvard Apparatus). A 2 × 2-mm thinned-skull cranial window (40-60 m thickness) was made, centered at −1 mm AP and 1.5 mm ML from bregma. Each mouse was subjected to all procedures, including IOSI, LDF, and MPLSM. This study was approved by the KAIST Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Intrinsic optical signal imaging (IOSI)
To simultaneously monitor the relative concentration changes of total, oxygenated, and deoxygenated hemoglobin (HbT, HbO, and HbR, respectively), we used a white LED ring light source attached to an objective lens, with the focus set 500 m under the pial surface to avoid emphasizing surface vessel signals [27] . The reflected light passed through a beam splitter (DualView TM , Visitron Systems GmbH, Puchheim, Germany) with a 595-nm dichroic mirror, and each split light beam was passed through a 568 ± 10 nm and 610 ± 10 nm filter, respectively. The field of view was roughly 1.5 × 2 mm. Images were acquired by a CCD camera (LUCA EM , Andor Technology, Belfast, Northern Ireland) and MetaMorph TM program (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA).
Electric pulses of 20 ms and 0.2 mA were given to the right hindpaw at 2 Hz for 5 s (Isolated Pulse Stimulator Model 2100, A-M Systems, Sequim, WA, USA). We confirmed that the electrical sensory stimulation did not increase systemic blood pressure by continuously analyzing mean arterial blood pressure (60-3002, Harvard Apparatus, Ltd., Holliston, MA, USA) through a femoral artery catheter in a subset of mice (7-month-old Tg mice at the start and end of stimulation, n = 4, in mmHg ± SD: 71.7 ± 4.5 and 71.7 ± 4.7, respectively; 7-month-old Wt mice, n = 4, 70.3 ± 3.3 and 70.2 ± 3.2). We did not observe any motion of the body or change in mean arterial blood pressure during the stimulation. Averaged images of 20 trials per mouse were analyzed with MATLAB TM (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The resultant 568 nm and 610 nm reflectance images were registered according to the vasculature pattern. The changes in reflectance were used to calculate the relative changes in HbT, HbO, and HbR using a modified Lambert-Beer law [28] . Differential pathlength correction was applied using a Monte Carlo simulation [28] . The basal hemoglobin concentration and oxygen saturation level were set to 100 M and 50%, respectively, based on a previous literature [29] . A hemodynamic response map was calculated as [(response image-baseline image)/baseline image], where the baseline and response images were determined as the averaged image of light reflectance for 5 s before and during stimulation, respectively. To define the response area, we selected pixels that had a relative concentration change larger than 50% of the highest value (for HbR, the sign was reversed) from the response map. We then calculated the centroid of those pixels and defined the response area as a 200-mdiameter circular region centered on the centroid. The time-series intrinsic optical signal was calculated at this response area. Centroids calculated from response maps of HbT, HbO, and HbR were not significantly different from each other.
Laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF)
After the IOSI, a 26 G LDF probe was localized at the response area. The signal was transferred from BLF21 (Transonic Systems Inc., Ithaca, NY, USA) to a DAQ board (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) and recorded with LabView (National Instruments). For each animal, five trials of a 1-min signal with the same stimulation paradigm as IOSI were averaged. The inter-trial interval was at least 1 min.
Multi-photon laser scanning microscopy (MPLSM)
To image cerebral blood vessels after LDF, 2-MDa FITC-dextran (50 mg/kg; Molecular Probes, Life Technologies Corp., Grand Island, NY, USA) was injected into the tail vein. The cortex was imaged using a multi-photon microscope (LSM 510, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) with a femtosecond-pulsed tunable Ti:Sapphire laser (Chameleon Ultra TM , Coherent, Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) set to 800 nm.
For vasodilatation experiments, an orthogonal scanning line was drawn over the selected vessel segment. Because a high power laser can itself dilate pial arterioles [30] , the laser power was kept under 40 mW, and the power was decreased whenever the vessel dilated without any sensory stimulation. Repeated 512-pixel line scanning was performed at 40-ms intervals for 35 s. The sensory stimulation was delivered after 5 s of baseline imaging. Three to six pial arterioles in each animal were imaged depending on the number of feeding vessels to the response area.
The RBC velocity experiment was performed as previously described [31] . A scanning line was drawn along the axis of a microvessel. The depths of the observed microvessels were 20 to 200 m from the pial surface, and their diameters were less than 10 m. Ten to 20 microvessels were scanned in each animal. Because RBCs cannot take up FITC-dextran, black streaks appear. The inverse of the slope indicates each RBC's velocity. The RBC velocity change was analyzed using Radon transform [31] , with a time window of 0.1 s and 50% overlap between each window.
To observe amyloid plaque deposition, methoxy-X04 (MX04, 5 mg/kg) was injected i.p. 18 hours before imaging [32] . We took MX04 images with an 800 nm-wavelength laser and a 455-500 nm band-pass filter whenever plaques were observed in fluorescence microscopy.
Time-series and statistical analyses
We compared four parameters from each time-series graph: the maximum response level, time-to-peak response, onset time, and response velocity (Fig. 2D) . The maximum response level was the largest response value detected after stimulation onset. The time-topeak response was the time from the stimulation onset to the maximum response level. The onset time was calculated as the first time point after stimulation onset when the response level was over 3 SDs above baseline after stimulation onset. The baseline measurement was set to a 5-s period just before the onset of the stimulation. Response velocity was considered as the speed at which the response took place; it was calculated as the slope of the graph from stimulation onset to the time point where the value reached 90% of maximum response level. Baseline pial arteriole diameter and RBC velocity were calculated by averaging raw values during the 5-s baseline period.
Differences between genotype groups at each age were evaluated by two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), student's t-tests, or Mann-Whitney U-tests. Two-way ANOVA was used when the variables in each group were normally distributed and the error variances between groups were homogenous. In other cases, t-tests were used for age comparisons when both genotype groups had normal distributions, and U-tests were used for age comparisons when the distribution of at least one genotype group was not normal. Normality was assessed by Shapiro-Wilk tests, and homogeneity of variance between groups was assessed by Levene's test for equality of error variances. For age comparisons within a genotype group, one-way ANOVA with Tukey's multiple comparison tests or Kruskal-Wallis H-tests with Dunn's post-hoc tests were performed depending on the normality of sub-groups. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 13.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). All values in the tables and graphs are shown as mean ± SEM.
RESULTS
Similar to a previous report [33] , A␤PP SWE / PS1 E9 mice developed amyloid plaque deposition in the brain parenchyma at 5 months of age and in the walls of cerebral arterioles (CAA) at 7 months of age ( Fig. 1) . At 22 months of age, plaque burden was excessive (Fig. 1) . Using IOSI, we calculated sensory stimulation-induced relative concentration change of HbT, HbO, and HbR. These hemodynamic response parameters were higher in 7-month-old Tg mice compared to age-matched Wt littermates ( Fig. 2A, B) , with significantly greater maximum response amplitude of HbT, HbO, and HbR (Fig. 2B) and delayed time-to-peak response of HbT and HbO (Fig. 2C) . This augmented and prolonged pattern was transient, as there was no difference between genotypes at 5 and 22 months of age (Fig. 2B, C) .
Increased magnitude of and delayed time-to-peak responses may have resulted from prolonged response time (i.e., hemodynamic response of Tg mice lasting longer than that of Wt mice). Other possibilities, however, are faster response velocity (e.g., steeper rise slope), delayed response onset, or both. To investigate the cause of the difference in dynamics, we directly compared these parameters (Fig. 2D) . The similarity between genotypes in the onset time of HbT response suggests that the delayed time-to-peak resulted from elongated hemodynamic response duration (Fig. 2E) . However, response velocity was higher in 7-month-old Tg mice compared to Wt mice (Fig. 2F) . Therefore, the augmented maximum response level in Tg mice appears to derive from the combination of increased response duration and accelerated response velocity.
As the concentration of hemoglobin is assumed to be constant, HbT is directly related to relative changes in CBV. However, IOSI detects signals collectively, from the surface of pial vessels to the underlying capillary beds. Therefore, we further examined pial arteriole diameter change using MPLSM, as arteriole dilatation is the major contributor to CBV response to sensory stimulation [34] . We found that pial arteriole dilatation was augmented and prolonged in 7-month-old Tg mice compared with Wt mice, but there were no differences between genotypes at 3, 5, or 22 months of age (Fig. 3) . Similar to HbT response, we observed no difference in onset time (data not shown) but a significant difference in vasodilatation response velocity between Tg and Wt mice at 7 months of age (Fig. 3D) . There was no difference between genotypes in baseline pial arteriole diameter (Fig. 3E) . Notably, evoked vasodilatation levels between pial arteriole segments with and without CAA in 7-month-old Tg mice were comparable (Fig. 4) . Venous vasodilatation was negligible in all mice (Supplementary Figure 1) .
Using LDF, we found that CBF response was larger in Tg mice compared with Wt mice at 7 months of age but not at 3, 5, or 22 months of age (Fig. 5) . However, unlike CBV and vasodilatation response patterns, the time-to-peak was not significantly different between 7-month-old Tg and Wt mice (Fig. 5C) . LDF is limited in that it detects a large region, approximately 1 mm 3 , thereby averaging possible artifacts from large surface veins, arterioles that may not feed corresponding sensory areas, and micro-vessels. Therefore, we further evaluated RBC velocity change in capillaries at the target area following sensory stimulation. Similar to LDF results, we found that RBC velocity change of Tg mice was larger than that of Wt mice at 7 months of age, without a difference in time-to-peak (Fig. 6) .
Finally, we compared response velocity and onset time using two CBF indices: LDF and RBC velocity change. We observed that, similar to HbT and vasodilatation, response velocity was higher in Tg mice compared with Wt mice considering both LDF and RBC velocity change ( Fig. 5E and 6D ). Onset times of both measures were not different between genotypes (Fig. 5D , and data not shown for RBC velocity). There was no difference between genotypes in baseline RBC velocity (Fig. 6E) . As there was no difference in time-to-peak, increased response velocity is thought to be the major contributor to increased maximum CBF response level.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we showed an augmented hemodynamic response induced by sensory stimulation in a transgenic mouse model of AD. In particular, a prolonged hemodynamic response pattern was revealed using IOSI and arteriole vasodilatation imaging. The A␤PP SWE /PS1 E9 mice used here have normal memory function up to 7 months of age but deficits in spatial memory from 8 months of age onward [35, 36] . We detected an augmented and prolonged hemodynamic response pattern beginning at 7 months of age. Combined with amyloid plaque imaging data, these findings suggest that an augmented and prolonged hemodynamic response occurs along with amyloid plaque deposition and CAA before the onset of cognitive deficits. This augmentation was not observed at an older age (i.e., 22 months of age).
An augmented hemodynamic response, particularly in HbR, is in accord with studies reporting increases in memory task-induced BOLD signal in AD-risk human subjects [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and patients with MCI [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Of note, one study reported that BOLD signal in the somatosensory cortex during simple motor tasks was increased in MCI subjects [37] . This result suggests that BOLD signal hyperactivation and augmented hemodynamic response in early stages of AD is not specific to a certain task, but rather a general phenomenon across tasks and brain regions. Although amyloid plaque deposition and CAA was not assessed in the abovementioned human fMRI studies, other studies using Pittsburgh compound B-positron emission tomography (PiB-PET) imaging showed that these pathological hallmarks appear before cognitive decline [1, 2, 38] . Therefore, amyloid plaques might already be deposited in the brains of AD-risk subjects with BOLD signal hyperactivation before cognitive decline, similar to the changes observed in mouse models of AD.
This study is the first to report an augmented hemodynamic response in a mouse model of AD, which is contradictory to previous studies reporting impairments in vascular response in other mouse models of AD [24, 25, 39] . To exclude any possible discrepancies in results that might arise from different methodologies, we used multiple optical imaging methods in the present study. As expected, we observed that parameters from the different methods were well correlated with each other (Supplementary Figure 2) . Therefore, we attribute the differences among previous and present studies to the models used in each study. One critical difference among animal models is the ratio between A␤ 42 and A␤ 40 . Whereas A␤ 42 production is favored over A␤ 40 in A␤PP SWE /PS1 E9 mice, resulting in increased A␤ 42 :A␤ 40 [33, 40] , A␤ protein concentration is increased regardless of its length in Tg2576 and A␤PP23 mice [41] . This ratio is important to changes in hemodynamic response because A␤ 40 is thought to bear more vascular toxicity than A␤ 42 [23] . Greater relative concentrations of A␤ 40 in Tg2576 or A␤PP23 mice may lead to excessive deterioration of cerebral vessels at young ages before increases in hemodynamic response. Another critical difference among mouse models of AD is the different rate of AD pathogenesis. For instance, amyloid plaque deposition occurs earlier in a double transgenic mouse model of mutated A␤PP and presenilin 1 (PS1) than a mouse model involving a single A␤PP mutation [40, 41] . Consistent with the results of the present study, an increase in task-induced fMRI BOLD signal in young human subjects with a PS1 mutation was observed before the onset of cognitive deficits [42, 43] . Taken together, these findings suggest that the hemodynamic response in A␤PP mutant mice mimics that in AD patients, whereas the hemodynamic response in A␤PP/PS1 double mutant mice more closely mimics that observed in AD-risk individuals.
It is important to note that hemodynamic response decreased dramatically across normal aging, from 3 to 7 months of age. This decreased hemodynamic response in Wt mice has also been observed in other studies, but without any explanation [24, 44] . To our knowledge, no study has directly examined changes in hemodynamic response across normal aging in rodents. As there were no differences between genotypes in physiological parameters at each age, including as mean arterial blood pressure, blood gas contents, body size, and body weight, we hypothesize that this decrease in hemodynamic response in Wt mice may be a natural product of normal development or the aging process. We speculate that the augmented hemodynamic response in early stages of AD overrides this normal aging effect. Furthermore, this result might be interpreted as an age-independent pathological progression of AD rather than a simple disturbance of normal aging.
Although one study comparing P1-N1-P2 graphs with estimated and observed changes of HbR has shown that the effects of different anesthetics on neurovascular coupling are minimal [45] , the choice of anesthetic is indeed important in hemodynamic response studies. Whereas ketamine does not suppress neuronal activity [46] , ketamine/xylazine reduces resting CBF compared with other anesthetics in rats [45] . Therefore, it is possible that Tg mice are more susceptible than Wt mice to ketamine/xylazine-induced reductions in resting CBF, resulting in a larger response relative to basal CBF in Tg mice. This possibility can be ruled out in our study because baseline pial arteriole diameter and RBC velocity were comparable between Tg and Wt mice. However, as each anesthetic has its advantages and disadvantages in studies of hemo- The hemodynamic response parameters observed in the present study are relative, meaning that the augmented hemodynamic response may result from increased vascular reactivity, decreased baseline hemodynamic parameters (i.e., increased basal tone), or both. Our baseline pial arteriole diameter and RBC velocity results suggest that baseline hemodynamic parameters were not different between Wt and Tg mice. This finding is in accordance with a previous study that utilized an MRI technique with Ultra Small Particles of Iron Oxide, which reported that there is no difference in relative CBV between A␤PP SWE /PS1 E9 and Wt mice at 8 months of age [47] . Therefore, without altered baseline hemodynamics, it is likely that either increased neuronal activity, increased vascular reactivity, or both could be underlying mechanisms of augmented hemodynamics in early stages of AD.
Similar results from different optical imaging experiments in the present study, along with consistent results from human fMRI studies, strongly support the existence of increased BOLD response in early stages of AD before the onset of cognitive deficits. Although further studies are necessary to understand the underlying mechanisms, the present study supports the possibility of using fMRI BOLD signals for the detection of early AD and contributes to the development of therapeutic interventions to alleviate or prevent AD progression.
